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26 November 2010

To the President of the Republic
of Kazakhstan
N.A. Nazarbayev

Dear Nursultan Abishevich!

In accordance with Your personal order, the Embassy along with Your outside advisor, independent member of the Board of Directors of the State Holding “Samruk Kazyna” Doctor A. Mirtchev have developed a plan of action to fight and discredit the criminal group headed by R. Aliyev, as well as Devincci (Assem) Hourani, a citizen of the U.S., and his brother Issam Hourani, citizen of the U.K.

Doctor Mirtchev presented current information concerning these individuals through the channels of the former U.S. Assistant Secretary of Defense, Richard Pearl. Presently, the Hourani brothers constantly reside in London. Issam Hourani, a citizen of Lebanon, received UK citizenship, his wife Gulshat Hourani (Aliyev) and their daughter Aya Hourani [did so] as well. The last time they were registered in the U.S. was upon their arrival to Washington on 10 July 2010 by flight no. United Airlines 923 and their departure on 30 July 2010 by flight no. United Airlines 922.

In connection with the lawsuits by the Hourani brothers against the Government of the Republic of Kazakhstan, we are investigating their activities within the framework of the arbitral and civil actions with the goal of determining their lobbyists in Congress and in the U.S. State Department. The destructive actions of the Hourani brothers along with R. Aliyev in the U.S
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are being contained by “Friends of Kazakhstan”, a group created by the Embassy, which is comprised of members of Congress and the U.S. Senate and the employees of their offices. The Embassy of the RK is financing them through contributions into their funds from a special foreign currency fund allocated by You.

The Embassy together with Doctor A. Mirtchey have informed the Chairman of the KNB of the RK N. Abykayev about the upcoming civil hearings in the U.S. In that regard, we requested the commencement of criminal cases concerning R. Aliyev’s OPG laundering criminal monies and other crimes with the goal of impeding the financial ability of the Hourani brothers to finance their attorneys and lobbyists in the U.S. KNB RK has commenced criminal case No. 10751704710040 and has distributed through the Interpol to the law enforcement services of the EU countries as well as the American FBI a criminal dossier about the criminal grouping of R. Aliyev and I. Hourani, including a description of their multiple crimes and their ties to Islamic terrorist organizations. This will allow us to track down their financial assets in European and U.S. banks with the goal of freezing those accounts under the pretext of “laundering of criminal and terrorist monies.”

The Embassy has also informed the various law enforcement organs of the U.S. about the activities of R. Aliyev, I. Hourani and others.

This is being reported in accordance with Your order.

Ambassador [signature]  E. Idrissov